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Heading

Dennis Crouch

For all who attended the FAC Reunion
2006 in Dayton, I think you would agree
that the reunion was a great success!
Over 460 of our FACs, FAC support, family and friends gathered to attend this 4-8
Oct reunion. I’d like to thank all of those
who served to make it such a memorable

time. Those who made it happen did it with pride, enthusiasm and the generous
donation of time and talents. A very heartfelt thanks to all who served in the
planning and execution of the reunion. We also give credit to those who flew
their aircraft in support of the reunion, the 74th FS, the NMUSAF, the Int’l Birddog
Association, the WPAFB Club, the 88th ABW, the Air Force Band of Flight, the
FACeros . A very special “thank you” to Gen Bruce Carlson and Gen Ed Eberhart for their participation in the reunion. And a very special thanks to all of you
that contributed to the FAC Memorial in the NMUSAFMemorial Park that was
dedicated. Indeed, it was one of the highlights of the reunion. At the conclusion
of Taps the A-10 flight of four flew over the dedication site and executed the
Missing Man Formation with perfect timing, Afterwards, General Ed Eberhart
said, “If you didn’t shed a tear, your heart wasn’t beating.” Thank you ALL!!
Election of New Officers and Board Members: I want to thank all
those that served the FAC Association over the last two years and a special
thanks to Fred Pumroy who served as the Vice President. Robert Green was
elected as the new VP and I’m looking forward to working with him in the future.
Glad to have you aboard Bob. Bob Gorman was elected our new Treasurer and
is transitioning into that job now. On behalf of the FAC Association, I want to
provide a huge thanks to George Ferkes who has been the Treasurer since
2001. He deserves a break after contributing so much to the FAC Association,
and we thank you, George. He agreed to stay on to assist in the transition to our
new Treasurer, Bob Gorman. In addition, the membership agreed by vote to add
a fourth Director to the FAC Association. We then nominated and elected Jay
Barnes as the new Director. Welcome aboard Jay. The remaining Board of
Directors, Cal Anderson, Ned Helm and Ken Blutt were re-elected to their positions. Also, I have appointed H.K. Ownby as our Legal Advisor. Thanks for
accepting, H.K.. Lastly, your President, Denny Crouch, Secretary, Skip
Smothermon, Historian, Darrel Whitcomb, and Chaplain, Charlie Jones, were
re-elected to continue in their positions. Unfortunately, Charlie Jones passed
away on Thanksgiving Day after fighting a long fight. I wish I’d had the opportunity to know Charlie better. I’ve only heard the kind of remarks I’d attribute to a
great man. He will be missed. His contributions have been many. The Lord will
hold him close.
Next FAC Association Reunion: Of considerable interest to all of you
is the location of our next reunion. Presentations were given by Terry Tabor,
OBA/FACM, for the Fort Worth area and Charlie Pocock, for the Colorado
Springs area. After presentations and appropriate discussions, the beautiful
Colorado Springs area was given the nod for the reunion in 2008. I understand
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FAC Association Treasurer
George Ferkes
1 DECEMBER 2006

THE FAC ASSOCIATION CONTINUES TO BE IN EXCELLENT FINANCIAL SHAPE. OUR CURRENT BALANCE IN
THE FAC ASSOCIATION GENERAL FUND CHECKING ACCOUNT, AS OF 1 DECEMBER 2006, IS $69,032.47. THE ASSOCIATION’S EXPENSES FOR 2006 TO DATE ARE $11,542.
THESE EXPENSES CONSISTED OF ADMINISTRATIVE
COSTS, CHECKING ACCOUNT SERVICE CHARGES, FAC
NEWSLETTER COSTS, SEED MONEY FOR THE FAC REUNION, DONATION TO THE FAC MUSEUM AND THE DONATIONS TO THE FAC MEMORIAL IN DAYTON.

they are already working on it. Brig Gen (Ret) Joe Potter will
be the reunion chairman. You can mark your calendars for October 2008 and more info will come later. In addition, there will
be a FAC reunion in Australia April 2008, sponsored by our
Australian brothers, and they have invited all of those in the
FAC Association to attend. What a great opportunity; two reunions in one year! Much more will be broadcast later.

THE CURRENT BALANCE IN THE FAC ASSOCIATION
MEMORIAL FUND, AS OF 1 DECEMBER 2006, IS $6,211.79.

FAC Association Changes: Your Officers and Board
have been discussing the “FAC Association of the Future” for
some time. Based on our discussions and agreement of the
Board, a resolution was prepared by your BOD to present to the
Membership at the membership meeting on 6 Oct. Basically
the issue has been, do we continue as an organization as we
currently know it, or do we open the organization to include
FACs of other eras as well as the future? The proposal submitted by the Board and voted on by the membership is shown
below:
•

“As per Article VIII of the FAC Association Constitution
Bylaws (“Amendments to Bylaws”):

•

The FAC Association desires to make changes to its
Constitution and Bylaws to open up the FAC Association membership beyond its initial focus on veterans of
Southeast Asia. It will recognize and declare eligible
for membership all active duty, retired personnel, and
veterans who share a passion for the FAC mission.

•

If the resolution is approved by the general membership, the board of directors will take necessary actions
to modify the constitution and bylaws to reflect the will
of the membership.”

TREASURER'S REPORT

NOTE: ALTHOUGH WE HAVE OVER $69,000 IN OUR
GENERAL FUND IT MUST BE NOTED THAT SINCE ESTABLISHING A LIFE MEMBERSHIP PROGRAM WE NOW HAVE
OVER 255 LIFE MEMBERS. THESE LIFE MEMEBERSHIP
DUES REPRESENT $45,000 TO $50,000 OF THE GENERAL
FUND MONIES. ONLY A DESIGNATED PERCENTAGE OF
THE LIFE MEMEBERSHIP FUNDS ARE AVAILABLE EACH
YEAR TO BE USED FOR THE ANNUAL EXPENSES.
AS THE FAC ASSOCIATION’S TREASURER FOR ALL SIX
YEARS OF ITS EXISTANCE IT HAS BE A DISTINCT HONOR
AND PLEASURE TO SERVE. THE ORGANIZATION HAS
GROWN AND MATURED BEYOND OUR BEST HOPES WHEN
THE FIRST BOARD OF DIRECTORS MET. I FEEL FORTUNATE TO HAVE BEEN INVOLVED IN THE GROWTH AND
EXPANSION OF THIS NOBLE ORGANIZATION AND TO
HAVE WORKED WITH AND COME TO KNOW SO MANY
GREAT WARRIORS AND PATRIOTS. I WILL CONTINUE TO
BE ACTIVELY INVOLVED IN THIS GREAT ORGANIZATION
AS IT BROADENS IT HORIZONS INTO THE FUTURE. I
THANK YOU ALL FOR YOUR SUPPORT OF THE FAC ASSOCIATION.
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS CONCERING THE REPORT FEEL FREE TO CONTACT ME: PHONE # 850-581-4953,
ADDRESS: 472 PARISH BLVD, MARY ESTHER, FL 32569, EMAIL: BEACHFLYR@AOL.COM.

The proposal was passed by the membership and we will
begin the task by modifying the Constitution and Bylaws to reflect the will of the membership. Darrel Whitcomb accepted
the task to provide proposed changes to the Bylaws to be considered by the officers and board members and to ensure that
the changes reflect the members’ desires as voted on at the
Membership meeting. This is a needed change and will allow
us to expand our membership beyond the SEA focus to the OA10 organizations, F-16s, Enlisted Terminal Attack Controllers
(ETACs) and basically those who share the “passion for the
FAC mission” in both past eras and future eras. The membership was overwhelmingly in support of the proposal and it will
be up to the officers and directors of the association to imple(cont. page 3)
ment it by beginning with the charter.

OUTGOING FAC ASSOCIATION TREASURER
GEORGE FERKES
TRAIL 26, QUANG TRI,
AUG 70 – AUG 71
He appears to need
the break!
Ed.
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Reunion Wrap-up by Zot

IN MEMORIAM
“To fly west, my friend, is a flight we all must take for a
final check.” — Author unknown
Ed Richardson
Walter M. Clerihew
Simon Gaskill
Dale F. Richardson
George Lattin
David L. (Dutch) Helms
Bogue P. Harrison
Michael L. Stearns
Robert D. McCann
Charlie Jones
Philip W. Dreiling
George K. Barsom, Jr.

The Reunion is a treasure trove of fond memories and on behalf
of the Committee I want to thank all those who attended. Your support was overwhelming and having so many of the families of our
brothers join us for the Memorial dedication was a special blessing.
The official completion of the Memorial happened on November 22,
2006 with the addition of more nickels, other momentos and completion of the "Nickel Tradition" plaque. See the web site for photographs.
As with all things that look effortless, there is a lot of stuff going
on that you can't see. I may have been an easy target but I had a lot
of help that wasn't so visible. Thanking them all may seem redundant but let me try because they deserve a salute for putting in a lot
of time to give you such a fine reunion. Judy Powell (Memorial,
Saturday night's dinner & POW table), Lew Sutherland (Thursday's
dinner in the Museum including arranging for the AF Band), Stan
Lewantowicz , General Ed Eberhart (Memorial dedication), "Buzz"
Portune (Bagpiper), Owen "Wylie" Riddle and Rich Bullen (Hootch
- which was one of the busiest bars in Dayton for the weekend), Milt
Ross (golf), Tim Eby (flying), Tom Rench (O2-A), Grant Lannon
(T-6), Tom Mayo (O-1), the RUSTICS of the 74FS (A-10), Larry
Flinn and the International Bird Dog Association, USAF Capt.
Henry Cecil, Fred & Mary Pumroy (registrations and finance), Jim
Newhouse (graphics for signs and banners), Ken Simmler (Aussie
wine tasting) and Bob Murphy, C3B (Robert Green), Jim Meade
and Bill Caruthers (Enlisted tribute & FAC Exhibit dedication).
Saturday night entertainment featured Jonathan Myer, Dave
McKay and Jim Roper supported by Dr. Lydia Fish and Gary Lee on
the controls. All the miscellaneous tasks from stuffing envelopes to
putting the Memorial dedication brochures together were team efforts that involved everyone including Denny & Anne Crouch, Ed &
Georgetta Cope and my wife, Carole. We had a few special helpers
for the Memorial foundation and pad - Mark Kucharski and Casey
Hill (from CH 97 VVA) Chuck Poore (backhoe and landscaping)
and my friend, Dirk Crouch who was with me whenever I needed an
extra hand. I'll take the blame for anything that didn't go perfect.
Symposium speakers - Allen Knisely (Grashoppers in WW-II,)
Col. Harlon Hain (Mosquitos in Korea,) Lt. Gen. Walt Ulmer (The
Battle of An Loc from the Receiving End,) Darrel Whitcomb (FACs
on the Ho Chi Minh Trail,) Mike "Scoop" Jackson & Tara Engel
(Operation Welcome Home,) Terry Aitken (NMUSAF,) Terry Tabor (FAC Museum) Stan Coerr (Marine FACs in Operation Iraqi
Freedom,) Capt. Steve "Varmint' Thomas (74FS/Rustics - FACs in
Afghanistan & Iraq and A-10 tour,) Maj. Scott "Fester" Frederick
(310FS/DO - Today's Fast FACs)
We had a lot of help from the Museum staff including Jane
Leach, Teresa Lacey, Diane Zukoski, Sarah Parke, Gail Beams,
Jim Schumacher (Tum 406 - who was the outside guy that made the
Memorial easy.)
For those that missed the Reunion we've captured the Symposium, the Memorial Dedication, fly-overs and dinner on a three volume set of DVDs and Saturday entertainment on a song CD. We
also have a limited supply of Dog Tag coins. For those that attended
we should have your material in the mail before Christmas. If it
hasn't arrived by the time the newsletter arrives, please send me an email and we will check on it (zot250@ameritech.net.) Order form is
on the web site for additional stuff including shirts & hats.

9March06
21Oct05
17Aug06
2Aug06
22Oct06
01Nov06
02Nov06
18Nov06
21Nov06
23Nov06
31May01
14Dec05

...President’s Corner
FAC Museum Support: The membership agreed to provide
$2000 to the continued efforts of the FAC Museum in Fort
Worth, Texas. They are making great strides in the restoration of FAC and other aircraft and the FAC Association continues to support their efforts. The NMUSAF also continues
their efforts to display FAC memorabilia, and it was very
pleasing that the NMUSAF formalized a specific FAC display. The NMUSAF has the means to protect and preserve
artifacts/memorabilia for display in the long term. It’s gratifying to have both museums available to help us preserve the
FAC history. Please send your memorabilia to either one.
The FAC Association is strong and it will only get
stronger with your support and the work of the officers,
Board and Committees. However, keeping our strength and
carrying out our purposes means we need to be able to plan
on a certain amount of revenue based on our membership. I

Cont. from page 2

have an important request for all of our current and prospective members. Currently we have over 3500 people on our
FAC Association listing based on the invaluable “search” efforts of Jon Alexaitis, Ken Blutt and others. Of those, about
1115 are in our membership database maintained by Ken
Blutt, and 516 members are in arrears one or more years. It’s
difficult to plan when the funding doesn’t come in. We have
not been aggressive at all in pursuing those who have not paid
their dues in the past. You can substantially help your FAC
brothers, promote FAC camaraderie, and help to preserve our
history and legacy by ensuring that you are a paid up FAC
Association member. It’s only $20/year, or you can sign up for
a lifetime membership. Please help us to remain strong by
ensuring your dues are paid on time.
A Very Happy New Year to all,
Denny Crouch

THROW ME A BONE!
Jon Alexaitis requests copies of old SEA FAC orders to help
locate additional FACs and TASS personnel. Weekly, I get new
names and locations of lost FACs as I talk to newly found FACs.
I know there are more out there!
I have little info on the 19 TASS before 1966 and from 196870, the 20 TASS after 1969, the 21 TASS after 1969, and the 22
TASS from 1965-70. Any assistance is appreciated...
Cont page 6

Zot Barazzotto
Reunion Pundit
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THEN

Phil Tague, Bien Hoa, 1966

1Lt. Ed Eberhart, Pleiku, 1970 (Oops!)

Another life, another time, another world

NOW

Phil Tague, Dayton, 2006 (look at that grin!)

General Ed Eberhart, Dayton, 2006

Larry, Ken, Bob, Dayton 2006
4

(continued)
FROM TOM RENCH, owner of the O-2 in response to our
concern that he did not cover his costs:

WHY HAVE REUNIONS?
Yes, we enjoyed visiting, we enjoyed the wonderful museum, we
saw lots of old friends. Yes, we tried to recreate our wild and crazy
selves (but we’re adults now!), and we told a few war stories. But
the meaning of our reunion goes far deeper than those obvious
things. Each of us had one or more moments of profound experiences that will stay with us forever. For me, one such experience
was watching the beams of old warriors as they returned from their
flight. Many had not flown their old warbirds since combat. Priceless, to use an overworked expression. Please indulge me as I tell of
the greatest one of the week, the one that made all the effort worthwhile.
For background, read my story on the FACBOOK CD, 20 TASS
section, entitled Warner R. McGraw. Lt. Col. McGraw was the
Pleiku Coveys’ ALO circa 1970. Beloved by all his FACs, his leadership earned him our deepest respect. He retired upon his DEROS.
Fast-forward to Dayton, 2006. A cluster of Pleiku Coveys spontaneously formed before the banquet on the floor of the museum, after
the memorial dedication ceremony. Included was General Ed Eberhart, MC of the ceremony, and a 1Lt serving under Lt. Col. McGraw
in 1970. When I realized that his men had found one another, I
hurried to Lt. Col. McGraw’s table and brought him to the group.
He is now slightly bent, missing a digit or two, moving slowly. As
we approached, the General recognized his old ALO, rendered a
respectful salute and said, “Sir, it is so good to see you after all
these years. You, sir, taught us young, impressionable junior officers more about leadership than any other person. And, sir, we sure
missed you when you left.” That moment revealed the true character of both men, and affected me profoundly. I was too choked up to
remember the rest of the conversation. The respect that flowed from
the General to the elderly Lt. Col. was truly touching. Speaking of
priceless… Ed.

The good feelings and memories I have are priceless.
That and the look of thanks from the surviving wife and daughter
still are with me and will be every time the Sky Pig's gear leaves the
ground. I took Cal Anderson and two ladies up for a flight in the O2A. I assumed they were with Cal. We had the usual preflight
briefing and took off for a beautiful flight. I landed and turned
around to debrief and help the ladies exit.

Tom Rench
Honorary FAC

Photo by Gary Dikkers
Both were quite upset and tearful (my landing was not that bad). It
was at that point that Cal informed me they were the Meacham family, the survivors of FAC KIA Rick Meacham, killed while flying an
O-2. By this time they had exited the aircraft, and the next group
was loading. I was quite touched, with a bad case of eye-FOD, and
my next takeoff was a bit bumpy.
Considering the sacrifice the FACs made, the sacrifice of a little $$$
seemed the least I could do.
Just color me happy, and I'd do it again anytime!

Mrs. Meacham
and Mindy

Tim Eby , one of his Coveys, with Warner R. McGraw
Photo by Jim Roper, another of his Coveys

Photo by Cal Anderson
Why do we have reunions? Witnessing these moments will answer that question immediately. Closure for still-grieving families,
reviving old bonds with comrades who shared a close-up view of the
elephant, remembering, honoring, memorializing our lost brothers,
these and many other reasons draw us together.
Those of us who participate don’t need to ask. Those of you who
have not attended a reunion owe it to yourselves to experience the
unique joy that a reunion brings. It is more meaningful than you can
imagine. Plan for Colorado Springs in 2008.

‘TENCH-HUT!
Crew Chief Bob is trying to find anyone who flew with or knew
1Lt. Jerome Elkins, KIA Aug 1965. He is helping next-of-kin gain
knowledge of Lt. Elkins’ service. If you knew him, contact CCB
(Robert Green) at numba1cc@crosslink.net or tel. 540-775-2830.

FROM YOUR DATABASE MANAGER
Whether you’re a paid member or not, if you change address,
notify me: Ken Blutt, FAC Assn Data Mgr, 19985 Thunder
Road East, Colorado Springs, CO 80908-1136.
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Cowtown Warbird Roundup 2006 a Huge
Success

Rustic Notes
Rustics, mark your new calendars before you forget
it! Next Rustic reunion is 18-21 October 2007 in Fort Walton
Beach, FL at the Ramada Plaza Beach Resort. Sun, sand,
beaches, ‘buds’, and great camaraderie; what a combination!
Bring your spouse or guest and make plans now to attend.
OV-10 #639 history—did you fly her? She was assigned to the 19 TASS and many Rustics flew her. The Aussies have obtained 639 and are restoring her to place in the
Australian War Museum. They hope to have her ready for the
2008 Down Under ALL FAC reunion. If you flew missions
in this bird, help them compile a history. Send details of your
missions to Jim Gabel at jagabel@aol.com.
74 Fighter Squadron, current Rustics flying the A10 at Pope AFB, report a busy year preparing to PCS to Georgia in the spring. They are under new leadership, who are
enthusiastic about the squadron ties to the Rustics. We thank
them for their tremendous contribution to the DAY reunion
with their perfectly executed missing man formation over the
memorial dedication ceremony. Accompanied by the mournful tune of the bagpiper, few dry eyes could be found in the
crowd. Thanks, guys, and we enjoyed visiting with you in the
hootch, too. The Rustic legacy is in good hands.

On August 12th, the Forward Air Controller’s Museum,
Bronco Association and the Vintage Flying Museum hosted the 3rd
annual Cowtown Warbird Roundup. This year was the biggest
Roundup ever and the largest fly-in ever held at Meacham Field in
Fort Worth. In addition, we had our largest attendance at 4,000
spectators. The visitors included members of the Marine Combat
Helicopter Association that held it’s annual reunion the same weekend in Fort Worth. Over 50 classic and current warbirds attended
from around the country.
Also, Terry Tabor, Jerry Stephan and Glenn Hill dedicated the FACM O-2A that has been undergoing restoration for the
past twelve months.
Pictures from CWR 06:

One of two F-18s
Also present: A-10s,
F-15, T-6s, C-130,
trainers, helicopters,
classics, many more

.
Glenn Hill., Jerry
Stephan, Terry
Tabor dedicating the
2A

O-

Modern-day Rustics
Doing their thing

A memorial of great
beauty

PX open for business
Congratulations to our
OBA brethren, Jim
Hodgson, president, for
a job well done and an
impressive event.
Cont from page 3
...Throw Me A Bone!
A copy of the database can be obtained by contacting jalexaitis
@sbcglobal.net . If you want to specifically locate someone from
your past, please let me know, and I’ll put extra effort into the search.
Contact Jon Alexaitis at 704 Sandlin Dr., Bedford, TX 76021. Phone
is 817-581-8381.
Thanks for your hard work, Jon.
Ed.

Gibber, Ken, Gene, Blaster Bill, and
others at the business meeting
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Mosquito, Colonel Harlon Hain

Mark your calendars for the next OBA/FACM blowout. This is your
heads-up call. Details in the next issue. Bigger, better than ever. Ed

Col. Hain gave an interesting presentation on the Mosquitos,
our Korean war FAC predecessors, during the symposium,
and got to fly the T-6 for the first time in 53 years, as well as
the Wright ‘B’ Flyer. He is 80 years of age. (ed.)
The FAC reunion was a real plus for me. My
research of the Korea War and especially the FAC history was real enlightening. I learned many things I did
not know at the time. The chance to fly the T-6 again
was worth the whole trip. I remembered the lack of
power. While putting in airstrikes you were continually
losing altitude, especially if you had a flight of ADs and
they made multiple strikes. The flight in the Wright B
Flyer replica was a dream come true. Although it was a
short flight (only 5,000 feet) I became well aware of its
limited capabilities. The exhilaration that the Wright
brother felt had to be overwhelming. The Wright ‘B’
Flyer was the first aircraft assigned to the First Aero
Squadron. Many years later I was the Squadron Commander of the First Squadron (descendent) at Beale
AFB, CA with SR-71s assigned. Technology— from
less than 100 MPH to over 2,100 MPH. This explains
my drive to fly the Wright ‘B’ Flyer. Yes, the FAC reunion was another real milestone in my life...

Bronco Fest VI & FACtoberfest Fly In
Dates:

26-28 OCT 07

10/26

Lockheed Martin Tour
Optional Events
USAF-GAF/601ST TASG/OBA
Welcome Reception
Flight Suit Reception and Steak Dinner with Fly
In Aircrew

10/27

OV-10 World Wide Operations Brief
USAFE Cold War FAC Brief
Luftwaffe F-4 Current Ops Brief
USAF QF-4 Drone Ops Brief
FACtoberfest Fly In
•
Octoberfest for Event Attendees and
Participating Aircrew
•
Aircraft and Facility Dedications
Evening Reception
Bronco Fest Banquet

Note:
We are hoping by early February to have located the hotel and by
April to have registration and pricing information available.

...From this

Our plan is that OBA/FACM and FAC-related Organizations will
register through www.OV-10Bronco.net. F-4 Phantom Society,
USAF/GAF (F-4/F-104) and related organizations will register
online through www.f4phantom.com.

To this...

Hotel registration will be the responsibility of individuals attending.
We will have the registration code located on the respective organizations websites.

Grant Lannon,
Jake FAC and T-6
owner, and
Colonel Harlon
Hain
First T-6 flight since
1953
Probably the only
pilot to fly the
Wright ‘B’ Flyer and
the SR-71
Photo by Tim Eby

ORGANIZATIONS INVITED TO ATTEND
F-4 Phantom Society

OBA/FACM
F-14 Tomcat Association
69TH TFS/2nd GAFTS
20th FS/1st GAFTS
HQ Luftwaffe USA
VMFA-333
601st TASG/20th-704th TASS
27th TASS
VF-31
VF-201/202
VMFA-112
River Rats
POTENTIAL VIP’s

FAC Reunion 2008
Watch this space for developing news about our next reunion.
It will be in Colorado Springs, 2008, and be one to look forward to. Chairman is Joe Potter, with able help from a host of
area FACs. To volunteer to help, contact Joe at 719-4883954 or jpottercs@aol.com

GEN Dick Meyers USAF Ret.
Col Pradel, German Air Attache
BG Robin Olds USAF Ret.
Commander, VF-31
LtCol Bob Pardo USAF Ret.
Commander, 49th FW
Commander, HQ Luftwaffe USA German Naval Air Attache
Various local military commanders Ross Perot, Jr.

Please mail in your dues to Treasurer Bob
Gorman today. Use the form on page 10
of this issue of the FAC Newsletter.

OBA/FACM Broncos

Photo by Tim Eby
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details of her husband's death. In fact, because the unit was so
secret and much of the information about it remained classified long after the war ended, she never talked to or even knew
about any of its members. "I communicated solely with representatives of the military and I did that regularly," she said.
There wasn't time to dwell on it. She had to raise a daughter
who was not yet 2, go on with her education and find a job. "I
was pretty focused," she said. She moved from Texas to Kansas to finish school and begin her teaching career. There was a
brief, second marriage. She later moved to Illinois, where she
spent 12 years as superintendent of an elementary school district in the Chicago suburb of River Forest. In 1993, the Air
Force called her with news that farmers just inside Laos, along
the Vietnam border, had found some human bones and Hull's
other dog tag. Tests using a DNA sample given by Hull's
mother confirmed the identification. With the news, Manning
contacted the man who had packed Hull's belongings and sent
them to her 22 years earlier. "He said, 'I have the name of
someone you should really talk to,'" she recalled. It was Yarborough. Yarborough knew Hull had a wife and daughter, but
never could bring himself to contact them. "Because of the
burning of that airplane, I had my own demons I was dealing
with," he said. But he had written a book, "Da Nang Diary," an
account of his days with "Prairie Fire" that included the story
of Hull's death. When he finally talked to Manning, he asked
her to read the book before the two discussed her dead husband. "He told me that I might not ever want to speak to him
after I read the book," said Manning. Manning, though, was
comforted by the stories about how comrades teased her husband, named him Woodstock after the "Peanuts" comic strip
character and put Woodstock decals on his helmet. And she
was eager for the opportunity to visit the Vietnam Veterans
Memorial in Washington, D.C. with her daughter and Yarborough. Meanwhile, Hull's remains stayed in Laos. After years of
negotiations with the Laotian government, U.S. officials were
allowed to go to the site in May and recover what they could.
On Monday, the journey ends. "I'm not sure if I like the word
'closure.' Laura and I have gone on with our lives," Manning
said. "But this is a kind of peace, of having the opportunity to
have Larry's remains come home and to have it finished. "And
Yarborough hopes he can put to rest his guilt." It ate at me, it
still does," he said. "That's why I want to get him home and get
him a hero's funeral, so that I can get rid of that myself."
Don Babwin, AP

LARRY HULL, RIP
RIVERFOREST, Ill. (AP) - Larry Hull knew exactly what he
wanted. His dad was an Air Force master sergeant who worked
on planes. And from the time Larry was a boy, he wanted to
join the Air Force, like his dad. But Hull wanted to fly. "Flying
and flying in the Air Force went together for him," said Tyra
Manning, who married Hull in the spring of 1966, while the
two were students at Texas Tech University. As soon as he
finished school in 1968, Hull enlisted in the Air Force and began flying. He'd come home and say, 'You should have seen the
clouds today,'" Manning recalled. Hull understood he'd wind
up in Vietnam. In the summer of 1970, he went to war. Again,
facing the dangers of combat, he made clear what he wanted.
He told his wife he wished to be buried at Arlington National
Cemetery. This Veterans Day weekend, that request will finally be granted, 35 years after he was shot down in Laos,
where his body remained with the scorched wreckage of his
plane until this year. A memorial service at Arlington on Monday will mark the end of a long journey for Manning and
daughter Laura Hull. Larry Hull's fellow soldiers will be there,
too, finally able to say goodbye to their fallen comrade. For
one of those men, the service also is a chance to put away feelings that he somehow failed his friend when he couldn't bring
his body home. Manning knew her husband was flying over
the Ho Chi Minh Trail and that the flights involved reconnaissance. What she didn't know was that he'd volunteered for the
highly classified "Prairie Fire" unit, where he commanded the
planes and helicopters that dropped Special Forces teams behind enemy lines and pulled fighters from the jungle to safety.
Unlike some other reconnaissance flights that typically flew no
lower than 1,500 feet, these pilots flew as low as 50 feet, sometimes so low that tree limbs scraped the bellies of their planes.
"We had to find these guys in the jungle and we had to get
right at the tree tops," said Tom Yarborough, a retired Air
Force colonel who trained Hull and flew with him until the day
he died. On Feb. 19, 1971, Hull's unit was searching for the
crew of an American helicopter that had been shot down. Yarborough had been flying above the soldiers who were on the
ground fighting their way toward the wreckage, and in the
afternoon it was Hull's turn. "There was a heavy machine gun
up on the slope; it had fired a couple of times," said Yarborough, who now works in Arlington, Va. "I told Larry about that
gun, said, 'He's up there and he's firing. 'That was the gun that
shot him down. "The 25-year-old pilot died instantly, his body
trapped behind the engine of his plane. A sergeant with him
also died. When a recovery team arrived at the scene, they
were able to pull the body of the other man from the wreckage,
Yarborough recalled. But with the enemy closing in and Hull's
body pinned inside the cockpit, there was only time to grab
one of Hull's dog tags and leave. Flying over the site a few
days later, Yarborough spotted enemy soldiers at the crash
site. He could only imagine they were taking his friend's belongings. Angered, he led another attempt to recover Hull's
body. But when he shot a smoke rocket to mark the site for
other members of the team, he accidentally struck the plane. It
burst into flames. With that, Yarborough had to do something
unthinkable - leave his comrade's body behind. "It's such an
unwritten covenant among all of us that you would never go
off and leave one of your buddies, either wounded or killed, if
you could help it," Yarborough said. Manning never knew the

Welcome Home, Larry Hull
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photo by Greg Moorhead

Random Reunion Memories

Covey Corner
Coveys, just a heads-up to think about prior to the next allFAC reunion. I have been putting the website expense on my credit
card since October, 2005. Our treasurer, Bob Peck, recently reimbursed my card for expenses through February, 2007. We have
$807.32 left in the Covey account, which would pay for the website
another 27 months. After that we need a decision on what to do.
FYI we donated $500 for the FAC Memorial at the AF Museum.
I posted some reunion pictures on the FACNET , and have
more if anyone is interested. The Covey book, POINT OF THE
SPEAR, is still available from Trafford Publishing. Contact me for
any further information. Cal Anderson, 252-327-0550, calvindolly@earthlink.net.

The Three FACeros
l—r Jim Roper
Jonathan Myer
Dave MacKay
Photo: Jim Roper

Ravens Williams, Roper,
Ownby, Whitcomb,
Stanford, Hatch
Dinner on the floor of
the museum.
Photo: Jim Roper
Pick out the Coveys
View of Memorial Dedication from the O-2 flyby at
1000 feet

Photo by Bill Caruthers

2008 Australian FAC Reunion

Photo by Gary Dikkers

Our Australian mates issue an invitation to us all to join
them for their Australian FAC reunion in Canberra April 23—28,
2008. What better excuse do you need to make your long-desired trip
down under? They are planning a great-sounding event, the details of
which will be in future issues of this newsletter.
Highlights include a dedication in the Australian War Memorial, a sneak peek at OV-10 #639 under restoration, participation in
their ANZAC Day March, a trip to Temora Aviation Museum, tours
and attractions galore in the Canberra (Federal Capital of Australia)
area. The greatest highlight, of course, is the renowned hospitality of
our Australian friends. And they make a special point of desiring us to
join them in 2008, several months before our own event in Colorado
Springs. You have time to recover! Imagine joining Ken Simmler’s
choir in his interpretation of Waltzing Matilda
as seen here. Worth the price of the trip!

Gibber Gibbs,
Gary Armentrout

Photo by Tim Eby

Information sources for your inspiration:
Anzac Tradition: http://www.awm.gov.au/
commemeration/anzac/anzac tradition.htm
Temora Aviation Museum: http://
www.aviationmuseum.com.au
Canberra Attractions: http://
www.tourism.act.gov.au
Government Consumer Website for accommodations, events, tours, etc:
www.visitcanberra.com.au
Early notice of intention to attend will greatly assist in securing a
suitable accommodations package . Coordinator of the Aussie reunion
is Mac Cottrell, Sidewinder 34. Contact info:
macthfac@tpg.com.au. tel 61 2 62914080 (cell) 61 2 0411443158
mail: 3 Gratwick Street GOWRIE ACT 2904 AUSTRALIA
YOU WILL NEVER, NEVER KNOW IF YOU NEVER, NEVER
GO. COME AND TRULY ENJOY AN AUSSIE EXPERIENCE.

Hard at work at business
meeting
Ken Blutt, Charlie Pocock,
Foreground
Photo: unk

Still hard at work:
Walter Want has the floor
Photo by Cal Anderson
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FAC Association
19985 Thunder Road East
Colorado Springs, CO 80908-1137
ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

Address Box

THE FAC ASSOCIATION
If you’re interested in the mission and history of Forward Air Controllers, then we invite you to join. The requirements are simple; you have to volunteer to join and pay dues.

Copy this page, fill in the table below, and
send your check to:

Annual dues are $20
Life membership dues depend on your age
55yrs and under—-$225
56 to 60 yrs
— $200
61 to 65 yrs
—$175
66yrs +
—$150

Bob Gorman
3416 Broken Hill St.
Newbury Park, CA 91320-5501

FAC Association Membership and Annual Dues Form
Enclosed is my check

Check #__________

Make me a member of

for $_________

or continue my membership in the FAC Association

First Name + MI

Last Name

DOB (dd/mm/yyyy)

Spouses Name

Mailing Address

City

State

ZIP + 4

Telephone (

Email Address

Call Sign

A/C or Specialty

FAC Tour Dates

Locations

Comments

)

Organization/Sqdn/TASS
Signature
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